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CITY SHINES AS
NIGHTS DRAW IN

The

©Fingerhut/
Shutterstock.com

nights are beginning to get
longer, but Edinburgh is yet again
proving it is a vibrant city all year round,
a city that never sleeps. As an incredible
summer of events and festivals fades into
the memory, we can still look forward to
a vast array of things to do in the nation’s
capital.
The continuation of our nationwide
celebration of food and drink highlights
once again the incredible produce
that comes from these shores and the
fantastic skill and innovation that our
world-renowned chefs possess.
In this edition, we not only highlight
some of the ongoing activities
celebrating the Year of Food and Drink
and the Edinburgh Restaurant Festival,
we also look at the Scotch Malt Whisky
Experience, where you can enjoy and
learn more about our national drink.
Throughout the vast array of events
going on in the city, from the seasonal
musicals and theatre, through to
the festive fun that is provided by
Edinburgh’s Christmas and Hogmanay,
the new social media campaign
#ThisIsEdinburgh24 will keep you
informed about what to do and see in

the city, as well as the more unique
experiences and hidden gems, it really
is a must for residents and visitors alike.
Looking further afield, we are also
celebrating the launch of the Borders
Railway, which is making Scotland even
better connected and offers people the
opportunity to take in the incredible
scenery and also discover more about
Scotland’s rich and varied past.
Wanting to travel further afield or
escape the winter nights? We can share
some great ideas for your next trip, be it
a city break or simply an opportunity to
relax in the sunshine.
Planning for 2016? We will also let
you know about some of the new routes
flying direct from Edinburgh in 2016.
As well as being available throughout
the terminal and in a number of locations
in the city, Capital magazine is also
available online at edinburghairport.
com and also from the Edinburgh Airport
emails – to sign up simply visit the
website or Twitter feed.
Get set to be inspired.
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We toast Scotland’s delicious
produce as Year of Food
and Drink reaches
its climax

Rob Lang
Marketing Manager
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EVENTS {Year of Food and Drink}

The Year of
Food and
Drink is a
celebration
of Scotland’s
wonderful
and diverse
produce

ENJOY A TASTY
END TO 2015!
As the Year of
Food and Drink
draws to a close,
there’s still
much to enjoy
from Scotland’s
overflowing
natural larder
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It’s easy to think that, as the seasons shift
and nights get darker, the opportunities to
enjoy Scotland’s outstanding natural larder
grow smaller by the day.
However, the latter part of 2015’s Year
of Food and Drink provides the perfect
opportunity to sample other stars of our
culinary repertoire.
From fresh seafood and heart-warming
soup to comfort foods and luxury treats,
autumn and winter offer a different taste of
Scotland’s food and drink offering.
Events are a great way to sample the
finest seasonal produce with a host of tasty
activities running right up until the biggest
party of the year – Hogmanay.
September is a great time to discover
a different side of the capital as Doors

Open Days (26-27 September) offers a
unique insight into some of the city’s most
architecturally and culturally significant
buildings, many normally closed to the public.
A little further afield, the following
weekend (3-4 October) sees a new event take
place on the stunning banks of Loch Lomond
with Balmaha’s Braw Weekend – a festival of
food, drink and entertainment with crafts,
family fun, live music and lots more.
For those who want to raise a glass to fine
ale and craft beer and fancy exploring other
areas in east Scotland, then a trip to the
Angus Brewfest (17 October) beer and drinks
festival is a must. This brand-new event
offers the chance to taste and enjoy a vast
selection of different beers and drinks from
local and Scotland-wide producers.

{Year of Food and Drink} EVENTS
Balmaha Braw
Weekend is a feast
of
food, drink and fun

Scotland has
a wonderful
larder of fresh
produce, from
seafood and
beef to locally
brewed beers
and, of course,
whisky
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EVENTS {Year of Food and Drink}

Meanwhile, Dundee Science Festival
(31 October-11 November) will also have a
culinary flavour to it as organisers stage a
series of workshops and demonstrations over
one weekend of this year’s event.
Gin fans will be flocking to the capital
in October as the UK’s largest Gin Festival
pitches up in Edinburgh. With 70 per cent
of UK gins produced north of the border,
Scotland is quickly becoming one of the best
places in the country to enjoy a glass of this
superb spirit. Held at Corn Exchange on
23-24 October, the festival will display
more than 100 different gins, offer live
entertainment, talks from experts and the
chance to meet with other gin lovers.
October ends with a treat for those with a
sweet tooth. For the first time ever, the Cake
& Bake Show is packing up its baking tins,
mixing bowls and rolling pins and heading
to Scotland.
Following the success of the Great British
Bake Off and two successful years in London
and Manchester, the popular show will be
at the Royal Highland Centre from
30 October-1 November.
Some 18,000 baking buffs are expected to
attend this celebration of all things cake, with
live demonstrations, bake offs, interactive
features and exciting competitions – a
definite cherry on the cake of what has been
a truly tasty Year of Food and Drink so far.
Throughout 2015, Scots and visitors to
Scotland have been encouraged to embark on
their own culinary adventures through one
of the country’s many food trails. As well as
established trails showcasing Malt Whisky,
seafood and cheese, 2015 saw the creation of
the country’s first Berry and Ice Cream trail,
with the latter promoting more than 100 ice
cream parlours and businesses that welcome
visitors all year round.
Thankfully, the end of the year brings yet
more cultural and culinary delights, firstly
in the form of St Andrew’s Day. From toetapping ceilidh to full-on festivals such as the
St Andrews Food and Drink Festival, there
are events in cities, towns and villages as the
country stops to celebrate its patron saint.
And, of course, one of the biggest
celebratory dates on the calendar is
Scotland’s famed Hogmanay festivities. A
New Year’s Eve spent in Scotland guarantees
a truly special night. Edinburgh hosts its
renowned street party and fireworks, which
are sure to end the Year of Food and Drink
with a bang!
Raise a glass to the very
best Scotland has to offer
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For more details, visit www.visitscotland.
com/tastescotland

{Year of Food and Drink} EVENTS

YEAR OF INNOVATION,
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Hogmanay in
Edinburgh will end
the Year of Food and
Drink with a bang

© Roy Henderson/
Shutterstock.com

Scotland enthusiasts will have more
reasons than ever to visit their favourite
country during 2016, which has been
designated the Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design.
Building on the success of previous
themed years such as Homecoming
Scotland 2014 and the Year of Natural
Scotland in 2013, the Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design will celebrate
the richness of Scotland’s much-loved
heritage, culture and environment,
alongside the contemporary and
cutting-edge designs of today.
From textiles to technology,
architecture to fashion and design, the
year-long programme will shine the
spotlight on Scotland’s greatest assets
and icons, as well as some of our unique
hidden gems.
Visitors to Scotland in 2016
will be able to explore
and discover Scotland’s
achievements in
innovation, design
and architecture
through a wideranging variety
of events,
festivals,
exhibitions, business
conferences and
visitor attractions,
throughout the whole
of the country.
2016 will see The Festival of
Architecture take place as well as
the opening of the new Queensferry
Crossing – set to be the longest threetower, cable-stayed bridge in the world.
The National Museum of Scotland
will also open new galleries in 2016
showcasing Scotland’s internationally
important collections of decorative art,
design, fashion, science and technology.
So whether you want to discover the
innovative structural design behind
Andy Scott’s magnificent horse-head
sculptures The Kelpies, enjoy the
splendour of a bygone era through
the iconic designs of one of Scotland’s
best-known architects Charles Rennie
Mackintosh or experience the creative
inspiration behind some of Scotland’s
artists and designers, there will be
something for everyone in 2016.
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EATING OUT {Edinburgh Restaurant Festival}

A FESTIVAL TO
TEMPT YOUR
TASTEBUDS!
Edinburgh Restaurant Festival is every food lover’s dream

Edinburgh

Restaurant
Festival is back for its second
year in the capital with a mouthwatering selection of set-price
menus and events. The 10-day food
extravaganza, from 8-18 October,
is an exciting date in every foodie’s
calendar, with taste temptations
across the city.
Throughout the festival, more
than 30 of the best-loved restaurants
in the capital will be offering threecourse lunches for £15 and threecourse dinners for £25. With a wide
variety to choose from, including
the famous Tower Restaurant and
Prestonfield House to L’Escargot
Blanc, No.8 Lister Square, Kyloe
and Cucina, it’s the perfect time to
celebrate eating out in Edinburgh.
The festival launches on
8 October with Chef’s Table – a
unique opportunity to dine with
three top chefs, each preparing their
own delicious dish for the evening.
The event will take place in the
stunning setting of the Hub on the
Royal Mile, with tickets costing just
10

8TH – 18TH OCT

£25 per person for a three-course
meal and the opportunity to meet
the award-winning chefs and quiz
them on their delicious creations.
With special gastronomic events
taking place throughout the city,
food lovers can indulge in the
likes of the Grassmarket family
foodie day on 10 October, with live
entertainment, food demos, sampling
and mouthwatering offers available
at the event and in the surrounding
restaurants.
Eat Walk Edinburgh will also be
back with its popular food tours,
where diners can sample five tasting
plates in some of the city’s favourite
restaurants, and Harvey Nichols will
be hosting an exclusive movie night,
with a three-course meal, themed
cocktails and iconic film, Chocolat, in
their very own cinema.

{Edinburgh Restaurant Festival} EATING OUT

To end the 10-day celebration of
eating out, Edinburgh Restaurant
Festival welcomes the first-ever
Edinburgh Street Feastival from
16-18 October in St Andrew Square
Gardens. The pop-up experience
brings together a carefully handpicked selection of street food
offerings, cultures and styles in one
space, all sound-tracked by local DJs.
As well as serving up great food,
the Edinburgh Street Feastival is
a celebration of the fantastically
diverse restaurants, cafés and bars
in the area.
Quality restaurants and producers
in Edinburgh have really come into
their own in recent years and the
Edinburgh Restaurant Festival is
the perfect opportunity to meet the
people behind the success stories and
enjoy a wide selection of delicious

food and one-off events.
It’s not only a celebration of the
city’s varied and vibrant dining
scene, but a chance to really shout
about the region’s terrific food and
drink offering.
With more restaurants per head
of population and moreMichelinstarred restaurants than anywhere
else in the UK outside of London,
Edinburgh Restaurant Festival aims
to encourage locals to get out and
explore the city’s rich dining scene.
For all Edinburgh Restaurant
Festival information, the set
menus and event listings,
visit thisisedinburgh.com/
edinburghrestaurantfestival
and follow @edinburgh
#edrestaurantfest on Twitter for all
the latest news and updates.
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TRAVEL {Borders Railway}

The new Borders Railway opens up one of Scotland’s most scenic areas

ALL ABOARD
FOR A JOURNEY
OF DISCOVERY
Scotland’s newest scenic railway

was officially launched by HM The Queen
in a special event on 9 September – the day
that she became Britain’s longest-serving
monarch –and marks the beginning
of a new route into one of Europe’s most
unspoilt regions.
Running between Edinburgh and
Tweedbank, the journey on the Borders
Railway will take less than an hour and
open up opportunities for visitors to explore
Midlothian’s mining past and the Scottish
Borders – an area which has an international
reputation for exceptional cycling and for
its beautiful countryside, famous for
inspiring Sir Walter Scott.
It is hoped that the Borders Railway
will encourage the 3.4 million people who
currently visit Scotland’s capital city every
year to discover, explore and spend time in
Midlothian and the Borders.
So what’s so exciting about this new
attraction – the first domestic railway to be
opened in the UK for more than a century?

CARRIAGE CULTURE

Visitors can follow in the footsteps of Sir
Walter Scott, starting in Edinburgh with The
Scott Monument and The Writers’ Museum,
just off the Royal Mile, before taking the
Borders Railway
through the
landscapes
that
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influenced his writing. At the end of the
journey, there’s Abbotsford, near Tweedbank,
where a new award-winning visitor centre
tells Scott’s remarkable story, from his birth in
Edinburgh in 1771 to the cultural legacy he left
to Scotland and the world.

PLATFORM TO THE PAST

The most-visited attraction in Midlothian is
just a short cycle from Newtongrange station
at the mysterious, richly decorated lateGothic Rosslyn Chapel, made famous when
it appeared in The Da Vinci Code novel by
Dan Brown and blockbuster movie starring
Tom Hanks.

EQUESTRIAN EXPRESS

The towns of the Scottish Borders are home
to one of the oldest equestrian festivals
in the world – the Return to the Ridings.
Celebrations of history, music, parades and
concerts are held in the 11 towns taking part,
so those visiting between May and August
will see the spectacle of hundreds of horses
protecting the boundaries of their town, led
by a leading man.

FIRST-CLASS FABRIC

Fabrics produced in the Scottish Borders,
such as tartan, tweed and cashmere, have
made their way into the collections of some
of the world’s top fashion houses, including
Chanel, Dior and Vivienne Westwood.
Visitors can take a bus from Tweedbank
station to the Borders Textile Towerhouse
in Hawick to see some of the famous textiles
and get a glimpse of future trends. Pringle is
celebrating its 200th anniversary this year.
Trace the evolution of Pringle, from
hosiery manufacturer to cutting-edge fashion
brand, at a new exhibition at the National
Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh, before
taking a trip to the Scottish Borders to buy a
new outfit from the source.

Abbotsford near
Tweedbank was the
home of author
Sir Walter Scott

{Borders Railway} TRAVEL

Borthwick
Castle near
Gorebridge

The glorious countryside
of the Scottish Borders

ALL ABOARD! ADVENTURES

The Scottish Borders have more than
1,500 miles of walking and cycling paths.
Cyclists can choose between challenging
long-distance routes such as the 250-mile
Borders Loop, or short country rides. Visit
www.cyclescottishborders.com
The British Mountain Bike Marathon
Championships are to be staged over a
challenging 47-mile single-lap course in the
Scottish Borders, as part of the ever-popular
Selkirk Mountain Bike Marathon open
cycling event, in May 2016.

GOING UNDERGROUND

People moved to the mining village of
Newtongrange from all over Scotland, not for
the work, but for the nice houses.
Whole families worked in the mines until
1842 when women and boys and girls under

10 years old were banned. A short walk
from Newtongrange station is the National
Mining Museum, where the mine and
local community are brought to life in an
underground tour.

TASTE ON TRACK

The Scottish Borders are famed for the
fabulously fruity Selkirk bannock, said to
have been a favourite of Queen Victoria
when she visited the region during her reign.
Although bannocks can be found in several
areas of Scotland and are usually a type of
flat bread, the Selkirk variety is more akin
to a fruit cake.
The town of Selkirk is the best place to
try a slice. The Selkirk Deli is a short bus ride
from Tweedbank and serves its bannock with
tea in china cups, just like the Queen would
have enjoyed.
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{United Airlines} TRAVEL

United Airlines’ direct Edinburgh routes are strengthening transatlantic business links

UNITING SCOTLAND
AND NORTH AMERICA
The United States remains

Scotland’s largest overseas trading
partner and inward investor. Airlines
play a crucial part in this relationship,
providing a fast, convenient link
between the countries to facilitate
deals, sales and investments.
United Airlines has served
Scotland with non-stop flights to the
United States since 1998, providing
direct access to key US corporate
destinations for more than 17 years.
From Edinburgh Airport –
Scotland’s busiest airport – United
operates daily services to New York/
Newark and (on a seasonal basis) to
Chicago. The airline also offers yearround direct flights from Glasgow to
New York/Newark.
Not only do United’s services
provide Scottish business travellers
with a direct link to two of the
three largest finance and industry
hubs in the US, they also offer easy
connections beyond New York and
Chicago to some of the most exciting
and vibrant tourism destinations across
the Americas via United’s unparalleled
network, including Denver, Las Vegas,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
United believes in providing
a tailored travel experience and
understands corporate travellers
are looking for services to optimise
convenience, comfort and productivity.
As such, the airline offers industry-

leading premium products including
a BusinessFirst seat that reclines
180 degrees into a lie-flat bed and
features a personal on-demand
entertainment system as well as
laptop power and USB ports.
Premium customers can enjoy a
multi-course meal accompanied by
sommelier-selected wines, duvet-style
blankets and refreshing Cowshed
skin-care products.
All customers in United Economy
can enjoy complimentary beer
and wine with a new, high-quality
in-flight dining service, while United
Economy Plus offers up to six inches
of extra legroom.
Bob Schumacher, Managing
Director Sales, UK & Ireland at United,
said: “Our non-stop flights to our New

York and Chicago hubs, as well as our
high-quality premium cabin products,
allow us to provide the best service to
our Scottish customers.”
For business travellers, time is
valuable, so to allow customers greater
control of their travel experience,
United continues to invest in
technology that puts flight information
and transactions at customers’
fingertips, with apps that enable
mobile bookings, status updates,
check-in, boarding passes and more.
United was also the first US carrier
to offer on-board satellite-based Wi-Fi
and, with installation of the technology
more than 85 per cent complete, the
airline now has Wi-Fi on more than
700 of its mainline aircraft, keeping
corporate customers connected.
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WHISKY {The Scotch Whisky Experience}

CREATING THE
PERFECT BLEND

Stunning surroundings, fine dining and, of course, a tantalising
range of whiskies are on the menu at the newly refurbished
Scotch Whisky Experience, right in the heart of Edinburgh

For

the last quarter of a century, The
Scotch Whisky Experience has been
welcoming visitors from across the globe to
learn more about the craft and history behind
Scotland’s national drink. With visitors from as
far afield as Brazil, China and Australia, each
leaves with a deeper understanding of the
important part whisky plays in the Scottish
cultural and economic landscape.
Earlier this year, the five-star whisky
venue looked to replicate this approach
with an extension of its corporate and group
offering by undertaking a major redesign and
renovation of its top-floor event suites.
Working in conjunction with Edinburgh
design agency Bright 3D and bespoke
manufacturer Laurence
McIntosh, the newly
refurbished Castlehill
and Blender’s rooms
have been completely
transformed, with
each taking on
its own whiskyinspired identity.
The larger
16

Castlehill Room now plays host to new
whisky-focused artworks, with artist
blacksmith Elspeth Bennie creating a series of
copper and brass installations which illustrate
the whisky production process.
The room’s vaulted ceiling also features two
bespoke light installations, comprising more
than 100 whisky barrel staves and hand-blown
glass ‘droplets,’ which create an impressive
ambient light show.
The Blender’s Room, which hosts the
popular Scotch Whisky Training School, has
been inspired by a whisky blender’s sample
room. Stripped-back Victorian stonework
uncovered during the renovation adds
traditional character to the exterior
wall, with the room also featuring
up-lit whisky samples and
hand-crafted oak cabinets.
Katie Middlemist,
Assistant Events and
Hospitality Manager
at The Scotch Whisky
Experience, explains
the attraction’s
popularity among

Visitors can enjoy a range
of experiences, from whisky
tasting to fine dining

{The Scotch Whisky Experience} WHISKY

corporate groups: “There’s no doubt that we’ve
experienced a surge in bookings since our
corporate spaces were renovated at the start
of this year, especially with the improvements
made in the styling of both rooms and the
supporting technology now available.
“However, we find the real draw for many
groups is our unique offering, which places
Scotland’s national drink at the centre of
every event.”
Groups can pick from a range of activities,
including a private viewing of the World’s
Largest Collection of Scotch Whisky, a whiskypaired meal, or a Blend Your Own session,
where participants learn about the art of
blending before creating their own whisky.
Katie said: “We find that many groups who
bring their events here are now looking to
add an additional whisky-themed activity.
Many see it as a good ice-breaker for groups
who may never have met before, while
those bringing visitors from overseas see the

activities as a great way of sharing part of our
Scottish heritage.
“As most of our activities explore the history
and educational side of Scotch Whisky, they
even appeal to those who don’t usually like the
drink, and many leave with a new appreciation
for the ‘water of life’.”
All food and refreshments, from innovative
canapés to fine dining extravaganzas, are
provided by the in-house team at Amber
Restaurant. Led by executive chef David
Neave, the Amber team scours the country to
bring Scotland’s best produce to the capital,
before creating traditional dishes with a
modern flair.
Just as the whisky-making process brings
together the finest yet simplest ingredients
to create a stunning product, the team at The
Scotch Whisky Experience can blend together
stunning surroundings, delicious food and the
finest whisky available to bring a little piece of
Scottish culture to any occasion.

“Our
whiskythemed
activities
are a good
ice-breaker
for groups
who may
never have
met before,
while those
bringing
visitors from
overseas see
them as a
great way
of sharing
part of our
Scottish
heritage”
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ENTERTAINMENT {#ThisisEdinburgh24}

THE CITY THAT
NEVER SLEEPS!

The #ThisisEdinburgh24 social media campaign is setting the capital
abuzz with its amazing suggestions on how to spend your time here

IF you had 24 hours in the capital, how

would you spend them? #ThisisEdinburgh24
is a social campaign to showcase some for the
amazing, interesting and inspiring things you
can see and do in the city.
#ThisisEdinburgh24 launched on 22 July
with a 24-hour digital takeover, encouraging
locals to share their recommendations and
highlight the city’s best-kept secrets, hidden
gems and unmissable moments.
Throughout the 24 hours, more than
5,000 recommendations using the hashtag
appeared online, with the people of
Edinburgh becoming ambassadors of their
city, showcasing what makes it such an
exciting, vibrant place to live, work and visit.
This is Edinburgh uploaded content and
shared people’s suggestions throughout the
day across their social channels, including
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Vine, Pinterest
and Google +. The content showcased photos
and live video footage of events and activity
as they happened, with a video created to
document all the highlights from the day.
As #ThisisEdinburgh24 continues, the
city’s website thisisedinburgh.com has
created new itineraries and themed blogs
based on the public’s recommendations, with
the best #ThisisEdinburgh24 suggestion
being shared each week on Edinburgh’s
official Twitter (@Edinburgh) and
Facebook page.
Of the local recommendations, the city’s
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much-loved open spaces and walking routes
such as Arthur’s Seat, The Meadows, Water
of Leith and Portobello Beach all feature
highly, while some of its lesser-known secrets
such as Dovecot Studios, Dunbar Close and
new bar Hoot the Redeemer have been
highlighted as personal favourites.
Edinburgh is also a city of coffee lovers,
with a number of its independent coffee
houses including Caffeine Drip, Artisan
Roast, Cairngorm Coffee and bike shop and
café, Gamma Transport Division, receiving
#ThisisEdinburgh24 commendation.
Stunning scenery shots and grand
spectacles such as Lionel Richie’s
performance at Edinburgh Castle and
the world-famous Royal Edinburgh Military
Tattoo and August Festivals have ensured the
social media buzz continues.
The campaign has been designed to make
people stop for a moment and appreciate
what’s in front of them. There’s a huge array
of exciting things to see and do in the city.
You can see the variety of recommendations
on ThisisEdinburgh.com/thisisedinburgh24
or get involved by
using the hashtag
#ThisisEdinburgh24
and your post will
appear in the
live gallery on
ThisisEdinburgh.
com
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{#ThisisEdinburgh24} EDINBURGH
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CELEBRATIONS {Edinburgh’s Christmas}

FESTIVE FUN FOR				

Edinburgh’s Christmas is a fabulous celebration of Christmas and New Year, with a
wonderful selection of entertainment, family events, shopping and much, much more
cashmere, celtic jewellery, locally
made sausages, some of the best
celebrating all things festive,
seafood around and cakes and
Edinburgh is one of the
gifts, there is something for
best cities in the world
everyone.
to be in – and this year is
The Paradiso
OR
no exception!
F
Spiegeltent will host a
S
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T
DA DIARY
St Andrew Square
programme of festive
YOUhR’s Christmas rubenrs treats featuring comedy,
hosts the Scottish
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Market, bespoke
cabaret, circus and
riday 2
from F day 4 January
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o
circular ice rink, the
music. The Spiegeltent
M
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Paradiso Spiegeltent,
also offers Spiegel Dining,
Helter Skelter and a
where a festive feast can be
classic Carousel.
enjoyed in the tent before the
The Scottish Market showcases
show starts.
the best Scottish traders and
East Princes Street Gardens
produce. From craft beer and gin,
hosts a traditional European

WHEN it comes to
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Christmas market, Star Flyer, Ice
Rink, Big Wheel and Santa Land.
Santa Land is where you will
find the man himself, alongside
lots of fantastic festive children’s
attractions including the Christmas
Tree Maze and Children’s market.
At the European Christmas
market the best of traditional
festive fayre, decorations, festive
food and gifts from all over Europe
are showcased.
East Princes Street Gardens is
also home to Winter Windows –
life-size stained-glass windows
designed by local children.
They are on display throughout

{Edinburgh’s Christmas} CELEBRATIONS

				 ALL!
Edinburgh’s Christmas.
Light Night, the switching on of
Edinburgh’s Christmas lights, takes
place on Sunday 22 November on
George Street.
Last year, 60 school and
community groups from across
Edinburgh performed, with an
estimated 2,500 performers.
24 Doors of Advent runs from
1 December to 24 December. Each
day of Advent, a magical building
or location opens its doors to the
public. This is a chance to see some
of Edinburgh’s hidden gems.
For full details of what’s on at
Christmas in Edinburgh, visit
www.edinburghschristmas.com
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Assembly rooms FP ad

A venue to inspire and impress

For events that are out of this world, just add your imagination

Assembly Rooms Edinburgh
54 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LR

0131 220 4348 · enquiries@assemblyroomsedinburgh.co.uk
assemblyroomsedinburgh.co.uk · twitter.com/ARedinburgh

{Assembly Rooms} VENUES

A CAPITAL VENUE
FOR CAPITAL EVENTS
The Georgian splendour of the Assembly Rooms in Edinburgh provides the perfect
backdrop whatever the occasion, from weddings and parties to dinners and exhibitions

The

spectacular Assembly Rooms
Edinburgh is one of Edinburgh’s largest
multi-purpose event spaces, guaranteed to
inspire and impress.
A unique historic venue, Assembly
Rooms is perfect for any occasion, from
conferences, dinners and performances to
exhibitions, seminars, weddings and large
Christmas parties.
A warm welcome awaits in the
contemporary reception, where a grand
double staircase sweeps up to four
breathtakingly opulent rooms on the first
floor, with a further seven rooms catering for
smaller meetings and workshops.
Natural daylight throughout is
complemented by magnificent chandeliers
on lofty ceilings, with shining gold
leaf detail highlighting the building’s
period features.
Modern services – including climate
control, WiFi throughout, and ‘plug and
play’ sound systems – have been discreetly
incorporated, preserving the authenticity of
the Georgian surroundings.
With everything from
modular staging to creative
lighting effects, the
large unbroken spaces
provide a stunning
blank canvas on which
the most creative of
imaginations can
really run free.
Great venues
need great teams
behind them and the
Assembly Rooms team
takes pride in the part it
plays in creating wonderful
memories for every single
person who visits.
From the Festival to the festive, there is
always something going on in and around
Assembly Rooms.
Take a peek if you are passing, particularly
during the run-up to Christmas when the
building really comes to life with its own

bespoke ‘Decorate Edinburgh’
Christmas tree in the foyer and
special guided tours to showcase the Grande
Dame of George Street’s unique finery.
For more information, visit
www.assemblyroomsedinburgh.co.uk
or call 0131 220 4348.

From the
Festival to
the festive,
there is
always
something
going on
in and
around
Assembly
Rooms
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Best Airline in the
Middle East
World’s Best
Business Class Seat

Airline of the Year

Fly from Edinburgh with

the World’s
Best Airline

We are proud to be voted the World’s Best Airline for the third
time by a group of extremely important people. Our passengers.
On behalf of everyone at Qatar Airways, we would like to express
our heartfelt thanks to the millions of people who voted for us.
We look forward to welcoming you onboard Qatar Airways for a truly
rewarding experience from departure to arrival.
qatarairways.co.uk

{Qatar Airways} TRAVEL

Passengers
flying with
Qatar
Airways enjoy
a range of
services,
both on
board and
on the ground

THE BEST AIRLINE
IN THE WORLD
Fly Qatar Airways to more than 150 destinations from
Edinburgh and see why the airline was voted world’s best

Qatar Airways won the top

aviation accolade, Airline of the Year,
for a third time at the annual Skytrax
World Airline Awards in June 2015.
This achievement comes at a time
when the airline has experienced
remarkable growth and passenger
satisfaction, with the entry into
service of the Airbus A380 and
the Airbus A350 as the Global
Launch Customer.
The Skytrax World Airline
Awards are widely recognised as
the Passengers’ Choice Awards,
with millions of travellers from 160
different countries participating in
passenger satisfaction surveys to
decide 2015’s winners. The airline
also received Best Business Class
Airline Seat and Best Airline in the
Middle East, which Qatar Airways
has won for the eighth time.
Qatar Airways operates a daily

service from Edinburgh to Hamad
International Airport, Doha, offering
passengers from Scotland increased
choice and convenience with access
to more than 140 business and
leisure destinations without the need
to transfer through London.
Recent enhancements introduced
at Qatar Airways include the opening
of the world’s largest business class
lounge, Al Mourjan at Hamad
International Airport in Doha, and
a revamp of the airline’s in-flight
entertainment system, Oryx One.
Combined with newly introduced
amenity kits across all classes
of travel, new on-board menus
and check-in enhancements,
passengers flying with Qatar
Airways to and from Edinburgh
will experience award-winning
service at every stage of
their journey.

Passengers from Edinburgh
travelling through Hamad
International Airport can take
advantage of the award-winning duty
free options available. Qatar Duty
Free offers 40,000m2 of retail, food
and beverage facilities.
With more than 70 retail outlets
offering designer labels, fashion,
electronics, gourmet foods and much
more, Qatar Duty Free at Hamad
International Airport caters to all
passengers’
tastes.
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ACCOMMODATION {Duisdale House Hotel}

Each of
the 18
bedrooms is
individually
styled, with
views over
the stunning
Skye scenery

ENJOY A LUXURY
HIGHLAND RETREAT
Indulge yourself at stunning Duisdale House Hotel on the beautiful Isle of Skye

Escape

to the beautiful Isle of Skye
and enjoy an indulgent break at the multiaward-winning Duisdale House Hotel.
Perfectly situated on the southernmost
tip of Skye, this Hebridean hotel, built
in 1865 as a hunting lodge, has been
completely transformed into a chic
boutique retreat, featuring an award-winning
restaurant and exclusive daily sailing
trips aboard the hotel’s own luxury yacht,
Solus a Chuain (Light of the Ocean).
Named Independent Hotel of the Year
2015 in the CIS Excellence Awards and
winner of the VisitScotland Thistle Awards’
Best Hotel in Scotland, Duisdale House
Hotel really is the perfect way to experience
Scotland’s world-famous Highlands.
The hotel’s 18 individually designed
bedrooms are in contemporary styles,
complete with the luxury amenities one
would expect in a four-star hotel in Scotland.
Set within 35 acres of beautiful mature
gardens with expansive sea views to the
Knoydart mountains on the mainland as the
backdrop, it has a luxurious garden hot tub
for guests to enjoy.
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Set within
35 acres of
beautiful
mature
gardens,
it has a
luxurious
garden
hot tub for
guests to
enjoy

The award-winning restaurant presents
diners with choice before you even see a
menu – will you choose the fine dining
restaurant, which sports 2 AA rosettes, the
less formal Chart Room, offering an à la
carte menu, the conservatory with views
of the gardens to the Sound of Sleat, or the
intimate fireside area?
Whichever you choose, the setting will
provide the perfect ambience in which to
savour the innovative dishes created daily by
the hotel’s kitchen.
Guests can expect a warm welcome from
hotel staff, led by owners Anne Gracie &
Ken Gunn, consummate hoteliers who
set the very highest standards for their
accommodation.
The highly professional teams at all
three hotels and owners native to the island
(they also own nearby Toravaig House
and Skeabost Hotel) are passionate about
delivering a truly memorable stay in one of
the world’s most breathtaking landscapes.
For details, call 01471 833202, email info@
duisdale.com or visit www.duisdale.com

{The Edinburgh Dungeon} ATTRACTIONS

GRUESOME GOINGS ON!
Edinburgh’s

old town
is steeped in spooky history, but is
its sometimes macabre reputation
deserved? Very much so, says The
Edinburgh Dungeon’s Performance
Team Leader, Kieran Wood.
“Edinburgh’s history is littered with
so many gruesome goings on. From
grave robbers digging up fresh corpses
in the dead of night to witch burnings
at the castle, there are ghosts around
every corner.
“It stirs the imagination when we
learn how depraved and devious our
ancestors were in darker times.
“And with Edinburgh’s Old Town
looking relatively the same for
centuries and being so steeped in dark
history, we can place ourselves there
very easily. It taps into our darker side...
and everyone likes to have a good
fright occasionally.”

Hallowe’en is like Christmas at The
Edinburgh Dungeon, and the attraction
always pulls out all the stops to create
a real buzz, including new Hallowe’en
show Resurrectionists about the grave
robbers in old Edinburgh, as well as
special late opening. But that’s not all
the Dungeon has planned.
Said Kieran: “Aside from Hallowe’en,
we’re always working on new ideas and
shows. I won’t reveal too much, but we
have our Dungeon Lates event nights
as well, an over 18-only version of our
tour with extra fun and a bit more bite,
so keep your eyes peeled on our social
media pages for news on these events.
“Our website is always the first
place to look for our seasonal shows
and the best place to plan your visit
to the Dungeon any time of year.”
www.thedungeons.com

NEW SHOW 2015
THE GREEN LADY
NOW OPEN

The ultimate live action adventure
through 1000 years of
Scotland’s murky history.
2 thrilling rides including
Edinburgh’s only
underground boat ride!

Plus don’t miss the Home of Halloween this October!

Save up to 30% online! thedungeons.com/Edinburgh
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SHOPPING {Multrees Walk}

LUXURY GIFTS FOR
EVERY OCCASION
If you’re looking for a special gift for a special someone, Multrees Walk is the place to go
REISS

This navy Annora dress (£180) is
a detailed take on a classic shape.
Featuring a graphic design on
the top and a contrasting waveeffect texture on the skirt, it’s a
subtle yet directional way to wear
pattern. Team it with heels and a
faux-fur stole for evening.

JOJO MAMAN BÉBÉ

JoJo Maman Bébé’s wooden toy
garage (£39) is a classic toy for any
child. Its compact size makes it ideal
for smaller spaces. Your little one
will love playing with the ramp and
moving barrier, car wash, fuel pumps
and helicopter pad!

SANDRO

Known for its clean lines and
sophisticated aesthetic, Sandro is
a luxury Parisian brand featuring
refined and versatile collections.
This season, Sandro revisits the
iconic pieces from the style of
the Navy. The typically masculine
style is reinterpreted, playing
with volume and feminine
details to give it a modern and
stylish dimension. Maraki Navy
coat £475.

NEW YORK
SHOPPING BREAK

Why not indulge your loved one
with a city break to New York?
We have some incredible offers
for January and February – the
perfect season for the legendary
sales. Non-stop flights from
Edinburgh to New York and
four nights at the Affinia
Manhattan Hotel starts at
£695 per person. Full details at
northamericatravelservice.co.uk
or call 0131 557 7545.
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HARVEY NICHOLS

Spanish shoe designer Manolo
Blahnik redefined femininity
with his fashion-forward
footwear, which blends
experimental
design with
classic
elegance.

Blahnik’s stunning shoes are
instantly recognisable thanks to their
signature stiletto heel and luxurious
texture. Unafraid of vivid colour,
shape and embellishment, Blahnik’s
bold efforts have established him as a
design icon of our time. Hangisi royal
blue satin pumps £680.

{Multrees Walk} SHOPPING

LINKS OF LONDON

Celebrating its 25th year,
Links of London has
launched the Timeless
Collection, inspired by
the face of Big Ben. This
beautiful Timeless large
pendant is £160.

SASSOON SALON

Sassoon Professional Edit Body is a
lightweight, luxe styling mousse key
for creating polished waves, giving
body and lift to your look, with a
supremely soft yet set finish. RRP:
£18.50.

THE PEN SHOP

HARVEY NICHOLS
FOOD COURT

Set the scene for a sensational
Christmas feast with this delicious
selection that will tease all the
senses. Enjoy the glorious smells
of mincemeat, mulled wine and
hot steamed pudding; reward the
taste buds with chocolate liqueur,
Champagne truffles and the finest
wines. Festive feast hamper £575.

MULBERRY

Inspired by vintage ‘bucket
bags’ from Mulberry’s
collections during the
1970s, the Mini Jamie
is brought up to date
with beautiful leather
finishes like this croc
print leather. A flat
chain adds elegance
for evening, and a
leather shoulder
strap keeps it easy to
carry. £495.

The noble lines of the Chopard
Imperiale Fountain Pen make
writing an art. Its elegant
curves, sheathed in refined
purple resin and gleaming
rose-gold-plated
trim, are smooth
and luxurious,
making this pen the
consummate writing
accessory.
RRP £585.

CASTLE FINE ART

Brazilian born and Miami made,
Romero Britto is an internationally
renowned pop artist who uses
vibrant colour, playful themes and
hard-edged compositions to capture
the imaginations and hearts of both
youthful spirits and educated art
collectors. Inspired by love,
Just For You is the perfect
gift for your
loved ones
this season.
Enamel and
iron sculpture
£595.
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SHOPPING {Hamilton & Inches}

ADD A LITTLE
LUXURY TO
YOUR LIFE
Glamour is back. A stunning set

of additions to its Flora and Signature
collections have helped Hamilton &
Inches reinforce its status as Scotland’s
foremost personal jeweller.
The new pieces were revealed in June
to much positive acclaim and, as Debbie
McKernan, head of jewellery at the
company, explained, they complete
the collections which were first launched
in 2013.
“All collections should evolve and,
with these new pieces, we are taking
Signature and Flora to a new level. The
original selection showcased the quality
we produce and served as an introduction to
our fine jewellery brand. The pieces inject a
new style into the initial concept.”
Debbie highlighted how the classic feel
of Signature has been invested with an Art
Deco touch that brings a sense of old-school
glamour. “The original collection is very
wearable, with pieces suitable for all sorts of
occasions,” she added. “This time, we have
given more of an emphasis to evening wear
and special occasions.”
Naturally, a great deal of care has gone into
the newly unveiled pieces. Indeed, Debbie
and her team began thinking about them as
soon as the 2013 collection was launched.
Once again, they worked with designer
Vicki Smith, who, Debbie said, has a “clear
understanding of the Hamilton & Inches
ethos”. Similarly, the carefully selected
manufacturer is a German company that
Hamilton & Inches has worked with for more
than 30 years.
In-house expertise is also playing a role
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The unique Flora Collar, in 18ct
white gold, is set with marquise-cut
aquamarines and diamonds. Including
a rare pear-cut aquamarine drop
weighing 15.83cts

with
some
finishing
tasks, such as engraving
on the back of all the Signature pieces,
being undertaken at Hamilton & Inches’
workshops above its showroom in the heart
of Edinburgh.

SPECIAL, EXCLUSIVE, UNIQUE

“There is no doubt that the most distinctive
elements of the collections are the two Flora
collars we have produced,” said Debbie.
“These are one-offs – very special,
exclusive and unique items. Their beauty
and rarity stems from the size and quality
of the gemstones we have worked very hard
to source. The yellow gold version features
a fabulous pear-cut citrine, while the white
gold incorporates pear-cut aquamarine.”
As Debbie explained, the establishment of
the Flora and Signature collections confirm
that, first and foremost, Hamilton & Inches
is a personal jewellers. The company is keen
to showcase its roots, particularly as its 150th
anniversary approaches in 2016.
Throughout its long and distinguished
history, the company has built its
international reputation on quality, service

{Hamilton & Inches} SHOPPING

COLLECTIONS OF GRACE AND BEAUTY
The Flora Collar in 18ct
yellow gold with marquisecut citrines and round
brilliant-cut diamonds.
The rare pear-cut citrine
weighs 13.14cts

and exceptional product lines. Its extensive
relationships with partners across the world
allow Hamilton & Inches to source the rarest,
finest gemstones.

In 2013, Hamilton & Inches
launched its first fine
jewellery collections,
Signature and Flora.
Signature incorporates
the H&I initial as a motif
running through rows of
high-quality, brilliant-cut
diamonds set in 18ct white
or rose gold. Each piece is
engraved on an inner surface
with an H&I and set with
a small diamond.
Flora is inspired by the
gardens that once bloomed

in the courtyard of the
dwelling house at 87 George
Street – Hamilton & Inches’
current location.
The new items
unveiled in June include
a Flora charm, Flora
stud earrings, Signature
drop earrings, lariat
necklaces for both Flora
and Signature, and – the
showstoppers – two
Flora collars, one in 18ct
white gold, the other in
18ct yellow gold.

Signature
drop earrings
in 18ct rose
gold set with
graduated
round
brilliant-cut
diamonds

ENRICHING LIVES

At all times, the focus is on enriching
customers’ lives. “We want to give people
jewellery that can be loved, worn and passed
on. Jewellery is all about emotion. Pieces
are often purchased on the back of a major
life event – a job promotion, birthday,
anniversary, or birth of a child. I want our
jewellery to connect with and enhance the
memory of these events,” said Debbie.
When a reception was held for the new
selection in June, they received a very positive
response. It seems they chime perfectly with
the sentiment that people are ready to buy
back into a sense of finery and glamour.
“There remains a sense of adaptability,”
said Debbie. “For example, a client can
wear the Signature pendant for lunch,
then, when they go out in the evening, they
simply add the Signature earrings to achieve
that glamorous look. They are fabulous
gemstones to wear and enjoy – that’s what
our collections are all about.”
With the company’s 150th anniversary
relatively close at hand, work has already
begun on Hamilton & Inches’ next collection
of exceptional fine jewellery.

The beautiful
Flora lariat
chain in
18ct white
gold with
marquise-cut
aquamarine,
cabochon-cut
labradorite
and round
brilliant-cut
diamonds on
the petals,
front and back
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Explore Edinburgh’s Hidden History
On The Royal Mile

Imagine...
The Stories They
Could Tell
www.realmarykingsclose.com
Experience More in 2015: Tour | Café | Shop

{The Real Mary King’s Close} ENTERTAINMENT

As the nights draw in and the days grow crisp, are you brave enough for …

A REAL MARY KING’S
CLOSE ENCOUNTER
SEASONAL TOURS

Hallowe’en
With tales of terror and ghosts,
Edinburgh has always been a
popular destination for thrill
seekers at this most frightful
time of year. As Hallowe’en hits
the city and spooky goings-on
abound, The Real Mary King’s
Close will be running special
events allowing visitors to
experience the darker side of its
hidden history. Often the truth
can be darker than fiction and,
for those who visit, Edinburgh
will never look the same again.

Beneath

the Royal Mile lies
Edinburgh’s deepest secret – a time
capsule of hidden streets known as
The Real Mary King’s Close.
Dating back to the 1500s, the
network of four narrow streets was
once open to the skies. Real people
lived, worked and died in the houses
set into the steep hill for hundreds of
years until – pressed for space in the
bustling capital – the close was built
over and sealed underground.
But the history of the close is
as vibrant as ever. Now one of
Edinburgh’s favourite attractions –
and after a £500,000 redevelopment
that wowed visitors over the summer

– The Real Mary King’s Close tells
us what it was like to be a merchant,
a maid, a poet or a “Foul Clenger” in
days gone by.
In the company of an expert
character tour guide, guests can
navigate the fascinating twists and
turns of the underground closes.
Visitors will discover some of
the most dramatic episodes from
Edinburgh’s past and the real stories
of the people whose spirits are said
to linger still within the stone walls.
To find out more and book tickets,
visit www.realmarykingsclose.com
or call 0845 070 6244.

Christmas
Come December, Edinburgh
will be decked with Christmas
lights and vibrant markets, but
it wasn’t always this way. People
enjoying the festive atmosphere
in Princes Street Gardens might
do well to remember that it
once had a different atmosphere
entirely – they’re walking on
what was once the fetid Nor
Loch, filled to the brim with
household waste from the
close’s original residents.
For a limited time, The
Real Mary King’s Close will
hold Christmas-themed
tours revealing the history
surrounding Christmas, which
was once just an ordinary
working day for Scots.
Open throughout the
Christmas period (closed on
25 December), guests can
complement their Christmas
tour with a visit to The Royal
Exchange Coffee House, the
attraction’s café, to admire the
bespoke Christmas tree and
enjoy traditional festive fayre.
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ENTERTAINMENT {Edinburgh Playhouse}

Alexandra Burke in
The Bodyguard

CURTAIN RISES ON
MAGICAL MUSICALS

The Edinburgh Playhouse plays host to the fabulous shows The Bodyguard and Mack & Mabel

The

Edinburgh Playhouse is welcoming
two great shows this autumn – The Bodyguard
and Mack & Mabel.
Three-time Brit nominee and X Factor
winner Alexandra Burke stars as Rachel
Marron in The Bodyguard.
The award-winning musical based on the
blockbuster film follows former Secret Service
agent turned bodyguard Frank Farmer, who
is hired to protect superstar Rachel Marron
from an unknown stalker. Each expects to be
in charge, but what they don’t expect is to
fall in love.
The show features a whole host of Whitney
Michael Ball and
Rebecca LaChance
in Mack & Mabel
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This awardwinning
musical
comedy
is both a
poignant
love story
and a joyous
celebration
of the
excitement,
glamour
and
sparkling
humour
of the era
of silent
movies

Houston’s greatest hits, including Queen of
the Night, One Moment in Time, Saving All
My Love, I’m Your Baby Tonight, Jesus Loves
Me, I Wanna Dance With Somebody and one
of the greatest hit songs of all time – I Will
Always Love You. The Bodyguard runs from
29 September to 10 October.
Mack & Mabel is a dazzling Broadway
musical comedy starring double Olivier awardwinning Michael Ball as Mack and introducing
Rebecca LaChance as Mabel.
Based on the real-life romance between
filmmaker Mack Sennett and his rising star
Mabel Normand, the show tells the story of
Hollywood’s golden age, where the fun of the
silent screen was dominated by the hysterical
chaos of the Keystone Kops and the glamour
of the bathing beauties. A world where heroes
wore capes, girls were tied to railway tracks
and it all ended with a pie in the face!
This award-winning musical comedy is both
a poignant love story and a joyous celebration
of the excitement, glamour and sparkling
humour of the era of silent movies.
Mack & Mabel features an outstanding score
and is widely admired for its classic Broadway
hits including I Won’t Send Roses, Time Heals
Everything and Tap Your Troubles Away.
Mack & Mabel runs from 10 November until
21 November.

MON 16 - SAT 21 MAY

TUE 5 SAT 9 JAN

TUE 10 - SAT 21 NOV

MON 11 - SAT 16 APR

atgtickets.com/edinburgh

TUE 15 - SAT 19 SEP
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3 Or in more than 1000 destinations thanks to one of the largest
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the leading long-haul network on
departure from Europe, covering
more than 1,000 destinations
worldwide. Passengers flying from
Edinburgh can connect seamlessly
at their award-winning hub in Paris
to their long-haul flight to Asia,
America, the Middle East or Africa.

THE WORLD IS
YOUR OYSTER

Take your next trip in style and
fly Air France to one of the many
destinations in its extensive network:
plan a city break in Paris, discover
the colours of Tokyo, enjoy the
breathtaking landscapes around
5 Vancouver, explore South Africa
from Johannesburg, or start a South
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PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
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Last year, Air France unveiled its
four new cabins, bringing luxury,
style and even greater comfort to
every travel class.
The new cabins – La Première
(First), Business, Premium
Economy and Economy – are
being rolled out gradually
across the core of the Air
France long-haul fleet.
What’s more, the
airline is renowned
for its “haute
cuisine” menus
designed by top
Michelin-starred
chefs. Fly Air
France and
indulge yourself
in a journey of
excellence.
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CELEBRATION {St Andrew’s Day}

A CELEBRATION OF
OUR NATIONAL DAY
St Andrew’s Day, the feast day of our patron saint, is on 30 November,
with events planned across the country to mark the occasion

The people of Scotland rarely

Remember – it’s a good idea to check
the appropriate websites for more
information nearer the time.

Main image ©David MacMillan

need an excuse to stage a celebration,
and the feast day of Scotland’s
patron saint, St Andrew, is marked
with enthusiasm throughout the
country on 30 November. Among
other things, it is a perfect excuse
to partake in the best of traditional
culture, food, music and dance.
A full programme of events takes
place as part of Scotland’s Winter
Festivals, an initiative designed to
celebrate Scotland’s three national
days, St Andrew’s Day, Hogmanay
and Burns Night (marking the birth
of Scotland’s ‘national’ poet, Robert
Burns, on 25 January).
Full details for winter 2015-2016
will be announced later in the year;
meanwhile, here’s a snapshot of
what’s happening across the country.
The Saltire Festival around East
Lothian celebrates its fame as ‘home
of the Scottish flag’, running from
27-30 November. These include the
Saltire Raceday at Musselburgh
Racecourse on 27 November and a
special Haddington Farmers’ Market
on 28 November.
The traditional church service
will take place at Athelstaneford

on St Andrew’s Day, followed by a
ceremonial handing over of the flag.
visiteastlothian.org
Perth hosts The St Andrew’s Day
Festival on 29 November – a day of
entertainment including the Scotland
Street food market – as part of the
wider City of Perth Winter Festival
from 31 October 2015-February 2016.
perthcity.co.uk/events
Oban Winter Festival returns
from 20-29 November. The 10-day
festival takes in a large and varied
programme from a spectacular light
show over Oban bay to the Reindeer
Parade. A special St Andrew’s Day
celebration will include the Tartan
Dash, Haggis Hurling and a ceilidh
dance. obanwinterfestival.com
Picturesque St Andrews is the
perfect place to spend St Andrew’s
Day weekend. Celebrations from
27 November include history
talks, book signings and a major
town centre event with live music,
festive lights switch-on and
Scotland’s largest open-air ceilidh.
visitstandrews.com
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McCaig’s Tower in Oban
lit up in celebration of
St Andrew’s Day

{Plaza } AIRPORT NEWS

The new gateway to Scotland’s busiest airport is the perfect place to
relax and watch the world go by before jetting off on your travels

EDINBURGH
AIRPORT PLAZA
WELCOMES
THE WORLD
Four

months on from its grand
opening, the plaza at Edinburgh
Airport has already encompassed the
airport’s vision of “where Scotland
meets the world”.

In fact, the world itself is depicted
across the plaza in front of the
entrance to the terminal.
Throughout the summer, the plaza
has been the perfect place for people

to relax and soak up some sun while
watching the likes of Wimbledon
or rugby on the big screen before
heading into the busy terminal or
embarking on their onward journey
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AIRPORT NEWS {Plaza}

into a bustling Edinburgh or
Glasgow via the various transport
links nearby.
The remit of the plaza is to bring
part of this great city to the airport
and show how proud the airport is to
serve Edinburgh and Scotland.
A key part of this is to offer the
plaza as a platform to highlight some
of the fantastic art and events that
make Edinburgh and Scotland such
an incredible destination.
Throughout the summer, the plaza
has played host to Edinburgh Jazz
and Blues Festival and Edinburgh
Fringe Festival performers to
showcase their talents.
It has also seen exhibitions of
some of Scotland’s world-class art,
firstly with the Kelpies Maquettes,
miniature versions of the whimsical
full-scale Kelpies based down
the road at Falkirk, and, more
recently, the installation of
two giant granite sculptures
by local sculptor Ronald Rae
– a family of gorillas and a
baby elephant carved from
stunning pink granite more
than 400 million years old.
Thousands of people
travel through the plaza each
week. The airport is your first
welcome or last goodbye to

The miniature
version of the Kelpies

Ronald Rae’s stunning
granite sculptures

The giant ‘Edinburgh’
sign at the airport
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Edinburgh and to Scotland, and the
plaza development has been built to
ensure it is a great one.
What better welcome or more
memorable farewell than the main
attraction of the plaza, the giant
EDINBURGH sign – which has
become a prime ‘selfie’ location
for visitors and locals alike –and
a striking centrepiece announcing
Edinburgh’s welcome to the world’s
travellers, and haste ye back as well.

{Baillie Signs} DESIGN

STAND-OUT SERVICE

Baillie

Signs were delighted
to be asked to help design a concept
at Edinburgh Airport for largerthan-life lettering, spelling out
“EDINBURGH”.
From the initial first contact
in November 2014, we quickly
established ourselves as the
front-runners with our creative
ideas and strong engineering
background, which enabled us
to put forward a cost-effective,

Baillie Signs’ larger-than-life design for Edinburgh Airport
provides an excellent visual welcome for passengers
concise and high-impact brief.
From the receipt of order, we
manufactured and installed all letters
with minimum snagging in the
eight-week period that we agreed.
The letters weighed in excess of
800kg each and stand more than
three metres in height.
A crane was used to lift them

into position when installing. Our
specialist operatives were on the
ground waiting to bolt them in
to the concrete foundation, which
has 30m3 of concrete and metal
re-bar for strengthening.
Please get in touch with our team
to find out how we can help your
business stand out.

for all your
signage needs
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PROPERTY MARKET {ESPC}

Changes
to property
tax in April
saw a flurry
of sales in
the upper to
mid market
in Scotland

THE EFFECT OF THE
NEW PROPERTY TAX
ESPC is No.1 for property in Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife and is ideally placed to
provide an update on the local market. Maria Botha-Lopez, ESPC’s business analyst,
provides an overview of what’s happening in the market

At

the start of the year, we
saw a flurry of upper to mid market
properties being brought to
the market.
This was ahead of the new
system of property tax in Scotland,
the Land and Building Transaction
Tax (LBTT), which replaced Stamp
Duty from 1 April 2015.
The changes bring about a
slightly different landscape to
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the Scottish market. LBTT sees
the initial tax-free threshold rise
from £125,000 to £145,000. Any
properties bought for less than
£333,000 will pay less tax under
the new system.
For those looking to invest
in the lower end of the market,
including one or two-bedroom
flats, this could provide increased
attractiveness to investing in the

{ESP{ESPC} PROPERTY MARKET

Scottish market, rather than the
English market.
People who were looking to buy a
top-end property in Scotland had a
strong incentive to move their purchase
forward, so as to avoid incurring higher
tax rates under LBTT, and still benefit
from the lower tax rates under Stamp
Duty Land Tax (SDLT) before 1 April.
Sellers met the demand, with
almost triple the amount of new
properties coming to market in
January of 2015 with an asking
price of more than £500,000. From
January through to July 2015, ESPC
recorded a 49.5 per cent annual rise in
sales of top-end properties. This was
quite an increase compared with an
11 per cent rise in sales of properties
offered at less than £500,000, which
could be attributed to the LBTT effect.
In terms of types of properties being
sold, there was an 18.4 per cent increase
in sales for flats over £500,000, and a
58.7 per cent increase in houses over
£500,000 being sold. This comes in
comparison to an 11.8 per cent increase
in flats, and a 10.4 per cent increase in
houses under £500,000.
Although we saw an increase in
volumes of properties over £500,000,
the average selling price only showed
a 0.2 per cent increase from the
previous year – perhaps due to the
surge in number and thus availability of
properties being put on the market to
meet buyer demand.
Areas that registered the highest
volumes of property sales over £500,000
from January through to July 2015
include Morningside, Grange, New
Town, Trinity, Newington, North
Berwick, Corstorphine, Blackhall,
Fairmilehead and Murrayfield.
There was a surge in average property
prices in the first quarter, driven by
larger volumes of high-end property

Trends in
average
house prices
are now
stabilising
and we
continue to
see growth
of sales
volumes
year-on-year
Maria
Botha-Lopez, above

sales, followed by a decrease in average
property prices as a result of smaller
volumes of high-end property sales in
the second quarter.
However, by comparing the first seven
months of this year against the same
period last year, we see a 7.8 per cent
growth in average property prices – this
balances out the waxing and waning of
the LBTT effect seen in the first two
quarters of the year.
Trends in average prices are now
stabilising and we continue to see growth
of sales volumes year-on-year. However,
the past two rolling three-month
reporting cycles have seen a decrease in
the number of properties being brought
to market.
It will be interesting to see how this
develops over the rest of 2015.

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS AT ESPC
No.1 for property in East Central Scotland,
ESPC is ideally placed to offer expert
advice and information on all things
property related providing an umbrellastyle service. The experts at ESPC offer
their thoughts on key property advice
and how to make the most of the free

services available to make your property
transaction run smoothly.
For more information on our services
and what’s currently for sale within
Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife,
visit espc.com For all your property
requirements, all you need is ESPC.
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PROPERTY FOR SALE {ESPC}

FAMILY HOMES
With a wealth of property styles and amenities galore on the doorstep, Edinburgh and the
surrounding areas are a hugely popular choice with families looking for the perfect location
to settle. What’s more, ESPC is the only site where you can accurately search for property by
school catchment area. Here, we take a look at some of the best homes on the market…

with mature trees,
shrubs and plants.
On top of this, there
is a fantastic garden
room with a woodburning stove and
cosy surrounds,
the perfect spot to
relax in during any
season. Being so
close to the beautiful
beach of Portobello
means summer days
can be spent relaxing
by the sea, safe in
the knowledge that
home is just a stone’s
throw away.

DETAILS

19b Bath Street, Portobello, Edinburgh
EH15 1EZ; offers over £375,000;
4 bedrooms, 2 public rooms; viewing
0131 253 2521; ESPC ref: 354846

SO
LD

SEASIDE LIVING
Situated right on
the doorstep of
Edinburgh’s seaside
in Portobello, this
beautiful and unique
property would
make an ideal family
home. A classic,
modern interior
with neutral and
pastel colours
throughout really
makes this property
stand out. The
south-facing garden
to the rear of the
property is tiered,
and is scattered

COUNTRYSIDE IDYLL

DETAILS

Hartspur, Ann’s Park, Selkirk TD7 5NY;
offers around £330,000; 4 bedrooms,
2 public rooms; viewing 01750 724160;
ESPC ref: 354719
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Nestled in the heart
of the Woll estate and
surrounded by idyllic
countryside, Hartspur is
a most desirable fourbedroom property set
in stunning grounds.
Enjoying a private
location, still within easy
reach of the village of
Ashkirk and near the town
of Selkirk, the property
is in the perfect location
for family living. Large
areas of lawn and
woodland surround the

home, making it perfect
for families with young
children. In addition,
landscaping and patio
areas mean having friends
and family round for al
fresco dining will be high
on the ‘to do’ list. Inside,
the property is spacious
and has ample storage
space with beautiful views
over the surrounding
gardens. The property
is a peaceful retreat and
would provide an ideal
family home.

UN
DE
R

O
FF
ER

{ESPC} PROPERTY FOR SALE

DETAILS

57 Swanston Avenue, Edinburgh
EH10 7BZ; offers over £430,000;
4 bedrooms 3 public rooms;
viewing 0131 253 2932; ESPC ref: 354915

ENTERTAINING WITH A VIEW
Situated in the highly
desirable area of Swanston,
in Edinburgh, this
beautiful, modern home
is perfect for family living
and entertaining. The
property has been extended
both to the front and
the rear and has also been
recently refurbished,
with a high-quality finish
throughout. Having been
completely rewired within
the last few years, along with
the installation of 16 solar
panels that are fitted to the
rear-facing roof, this property

is in top condition. The
open-plan kitchen/
dining room, along with
the well-proportioned
living room – complete
with wood-burning stove –
add to the family feel
of this home. Outside,
there is a large garden
with plenty of room for
children’s toys. A decking
area provides space for
outdoor dining and, with
views of the hills and
countryside in the distance,
it’s the perfect spot
to relax in.

Search by school
catchment area
Exclusively on espc.com
Note: All property information was correct at time of print.
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DETAILS

65 St Davids, Newtongrange
EH22 4LF; offers over £169,995;
3 bedrooms, 1 public room; viewing
0131 253 2263; ESPC ref: 354886

UN
DE
R

O
FF
ER

is cosy and fresh
and centres
around a feature
ornamental
fireplace. Views
from the bedroom
look out over the
garden, which has
beautiful plants and
space for a delightful
patio swing seat.
The decked area
is perfect for
enjoying a cup of
tea during the
warmer months
while children can
play in the garden.
On the doorstep of
the local primary
school, this would be
a fantastic buy for a
young family.

UN
DE
R

A UNIQUE HOME
This property is
interesting and
unique. Situated in
the Midlothian town
of Newtongrange, it
has been extended
at the rear to allow
more flexible
living for a growing
family. Within the
kitchen is a beautiful
skylight window,
which allows the
natural light to flood
into the open-plan
room. Patio doors
provide access to
the rear garden,
meaning young
children can play
outside in a safe
environment.
The living room

O
FF
ER

PROPERTY FOR SALE {ESPC}

DETAILS

Eldermount, 110
Church Street,
Tranent EH33
1BZ; offers over
£340,000; 3
bedrooms, 2 public
rooms; viewing
01620 532610;
ESPC ref: 354978
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PRETTY AS A PICTURE
This beautiful
B-listed and
recently renovated
detached Georgian
house is extremely
picturesque. From
the outside, the
property oozes
charm and has the
feel of a delightful
old cottage, while
the inside is rich
with modern
décor and quality

furnishings. The
living room is home
to a feature Morso
wood-burning stove
that really brings the
room to life during
those warm cosy
nights spent round
the fire with the
family. The kitchen
is sleek and fresh,
with crisp white
units complementing
the wooden floor.
Plenty of space for a
dining table means
family meal times
can be enjoyed
together. A large
garden and decked
area are the perfect
addition, making
this a top pick for a
growing family.

Property,
done properly.
We’re No.1 for property in East Central
Scotland but it’s the other stuff that makes us
who we are. We have real people on hand to
answer all your property related questions.
Call our friendly advisers on 0131 624 8000.

All you need is ESPC.
buying | selling | advice | mortgages | lettings | premier

SPORT {Edinburgh Rugby}

EDINBURGH
ARE READY
TO RUMBLE
The capital’s rugby team is going all-out for glory this season

This

is a big year for rugby, with the
sport’s showpiece World Cup culminating
in a grand final at Twickenham, England,
on 31 October.
It provides the perfect backdrop for
another Guinness Pro12 season, where
Edinburgh Rugby are ready to rumble and
bring success to the BT Murrayfield stadium.
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In 2014/15, Edinburgh created a little piece
of Scottish rugby history by reaching the
final of the European Challenge Cup, where
they narrowly missed out to Gloucester
Rugby.
There was a win, though, in the 1872
Challenge Cup, which is contested every
year between Edinburgh and their big rivals,
Glasgow Warriors. Beating their opponents
from the west was no mean feat, as Glasgow
went on to win the overall Guinness Pro12
championship.
The Edinburgh side have held on to many
of their stars of 2014/15, such as scrumhalf Sam Hidalgo-Clyne, prop WP Nel and
second-row forward Grant Gilchrist, who
has also been captain of Scotland.
There have been new names added
including the Tongan Otulea Katoa, who
has arrived from New Zealand side
Rugby Southland.
These are exciting times for rugby
in Scotland, and Edinburgh’s head
coach, Alan Solomons, will be out to
make sure that his team continues to
convert new fans in the season ahead.

{Edinburgh Rugby} SPORT

RUGBY FIXTURES
OCTOBER-DECEMBER

Competition
Date
Fixture
Pro 12 (Round 3)
2 Oct
Ospreys
Rugby World Cup
3 Oct
Scotland v
		
South Africa
Rugby World Cup
10 Oct
Scotland v
		Samoa
Pro 12 (Round 4)
16 Oct
Ulster
Rugby World Cup QF w/o 17 Oct		
			
Pro 12 (Round 5)
24 Oct
Zebre
			
Rugby World Cup SF w/o 24 Oct		
Pro 12 (Round 6)
31 Oct
Connacht
Rugby World
Cup Final
w/o 31 Oct		
Pro 12 (Round 7)
07 Nov
Munster
ERCC (Round 1)
13 Nov
Grenoble
ERCC (Round 2)
20 Nov
Agen
Pro 12 (Round 8)
27 Nov
Newport
		
Gwent Dragons
Pro 12 (Round 9)
04 Dec
Ulster
ERCC (Round 3)
12 Dec
London Irish
ERCC (Round 4)
18 Dec
London Irish
Pro 12 (Round 10)
27 Dec
Glasgow
(1872)		Warriors

Venue
BT Murrayfield
St James’ Park

Starts
18:00
16:45

St James’ Park

14:30

BT Murrayfield
Millenium &
Twickenham
Stadio Sergio
Lanfranchi
Twickenham
The Sportsground

19:45

14.30

18.45

Twickenham		
BT Murrayfield
17:15
BT Murrayfield
19.30
Stade Armandie
19.30
BT Murrayfield
19:05
Kingspan Stadium
Madejski Stadium
BT Murrayfield
BT Murrayfield

19:35
15.00
19.30
15:05
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ENTERTAINMENT {Harvey Nichols}

Enjoy mouthwatering
cuisine and
fabulous
cocktails at
the iconic
Forth Floor
at Harvey
Nichols

SHOWTIME
IN THE CITY

The

Forth Floor at Harvey
Nichols not only boasts the most
spectacular views across Edinburgh’s
famous skyline, but also the most
exciting way to dine in style, enjoying
the best in Scottish seasonal cuisine
and creative cocktails in the city.
Visit the iconic fashion department
store in October, you’ll be in for a
sensory delight as the store – from
the ground floor to the Forth Floor
– will be celebrating the world of
perfume in Harvey Nichols’ Art of
Scent extravaganza.
Explore new scents on the ground
floor, where some of the world’s most
prestigious perfumes and men’s scent
brands will be showcased, and then
follow the theme as it wafts its way
up to the Forth Floor.
Here, the Restaurant, Brasserie
and Cocktail Bar have concocted
wonderful new recipes and drinks
that incorporate scents to amaze
your senses.
Then it’s time to celebrate
Hollywood through Harvey Nichols’
ever-popular Movies and Shakers
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evenings. Held once a week in the
run-up to Christmas, you can enjoy
classic comedy and drama in the
intimate surroundings of the Forth
Floor Window Bar.
You’ll enjoy a cocktail then take in
the magnificent skyline of Edinburgh
while you sit down to a starter and
main course in the Brasserie.
Then it’s showtime... and you can
enjoy freshly-made popcorn and a
luxurious ice cream sundae while
watching the film with another
movie-inspired cocktail.
The Movies and Shakers evenings
continue to the end of December,
when they make way for the New
Year’s evening at the Forth
Floor restaurant.
Tickets go fast for this
event – a fantastic feast
with fabulous wines
and unrivalled views over
Edinburgh Castle and St
Andrew Square, where
you can enjoy one of the
world’s greatest Hogmanay
celebrations and fireworks.

MOVIES AND SHAKERS
The Thomas Crown Affair (1968)
22 September
Chocolat (2000)
13 October
Vertigo (1958)
3 November
The Sting (1973)
24 November
Trading Places (1983)
30 November
White Christmas (1954)
7 December
Gremlins (1984)
14 December
It’s a Wonderful Life (1946)
21 December

Who flies to more destinations
than any other Scottish airport?

That’s why we’re Scotland’s most popular airport.

edinburghairport.com

{Latest updates} AIRPORT NEWS

NEW ROUTES
FOR THE WINTER
Whether you’re flying on business or for pleasure, Edinburgh Airport offers
an ever-growing choice of destinations – with more in the pipeline next year

New

routes introduced in
November 2015 mean greater
connectivity for businesses, as well as
direct flights to some fantastic winter
sun destinations. These include:
■ Stuttgart – November (easyJet)
■ Paphos – November (Thomson)
■ Gran Canaria – November
(Thomson)
■ Copenhagen – November
(Ryanair)
■ Liverpool – November (FlyBe).
In addition, Flybe will increase the
frequency of its flights to London
City, Birmingham and Belfast.
…and more to come in 2016
Jet2.com and Jet2 Holidays are
making it even easier for you to
escape to the sun from Edinburgh
Airport, with an incredible 12 new
routes, bringing the total number
of destinations they fly from
Edinburgh to 29.
The new destinations are:
■ Arrecife – February
■ Las Palmas – February
■ Tenerife – March

■ Vienna – April
■ Zante – May
■ Kefalonia – May
■ Larnaca – May
■ Heraklion – May
■ Paphos – June
■ Antalya – June
■ Dalaman – June
■ Rhodes – June.
EasyJet has also announced a
new service to Vienna, starting
in February, and Finnair will be
commencing a direct flight to
Helsinki from April, offering
fantastic connections to Russian and
Asian markets.
In addition to these European
routes, Delta has announced the
launch of a daily service to New
York JFK, offering passengers
even greater choice when they
are travelling acoss the Atlantic to
North America.
The arrival of Delta also
means all three airline alliances
– One World, Star Alliance and
SkyTeam – are now available from
Edinburgh Airport.
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TRAVEL THE
WORLD IN STYLE.
Rejuvenate on a 2m full flat bed, dine on Belgian Star Chef gourmet cuisine,
and watch your favourite stars on a 15.3” touchscreen monitor.

brusselsairlines.com
or your travel agency.

{Latest updates} AIRPORT NEWS

A GOOD SPORT

Edinburgh Airport continues to support Scottish
sport in the lead-up to the 2018 Commonwealth
Games. Edinburgh Airport is proud to be the
official sponsor of Scottish Swimming.

THE GOOD THINGS
IN LIFE
Edinburgh Airport is getting behind
Scotland’s Year of Food and Drink,
showcasing the best of Scottish
produce across its departure area.
■ Enjoy a haggis pizza or Mackie’s
ice cream at The Gathering
■ Innis & Gunn lager beer in
JD Wetherspoons
■
Tunnock’s tea cakes in
World Duty Free
■ Buy MacSween
haggis in
Liquorice Tree
■ Edinburgh
Gin in the No1
Edinburgh lounge

SPREAD THE WORD!

■ Choose from a vast array of malt
whiskies at World Duty Free.
Follow us on Twitter
to learn more about
the great food and drink we have on
offer, with #MaltMondays
and #FoodFridays

DOUBLE THE FUN

Travellers flying from Edinburgh
Airport can now take advantage
of our brand-new World Duty
Free store. Double the size of the
previous store, and boasting the
largest whisky selection of any UK
airport, the new World Duty Free
also features a host of new beauty
brands, including Bobbi Brown,
Elemis, Miller Harris, Rituals and
Benefit.

Edinburgh Airport’s magazine
Capital continues to grow from
strength to strength and as
part of its ongoing high profile,
we are now distributing even
more copies “off airport” into
Edinburgh city centre.
Currently available at more
than 50 visitor attractions, style
bars and restaurants, bistros
and other centres of high
visitor footfall, Capital will also
be made available in Gatwick
Airport, thereby coming to the
attention of visitors before they
arrive in Scotland, offering
a fantastic profile for our
advertising partners!
Capital is also highlighted
on the airport’s website and its
regular e-news shot to more
than 200,000
recipients.
M

CAPITAL
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If you wish
copies of
Capital to
distribute,
see page 3
for contact
details.
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TRAVEL {European city breaks}

A CONTINENT
OF SURPRISES
Europe’s cities are so
diverse that you will never
tire of exploring them. Here
are some of our top picks

De Jongh Photography /
Shutterstock.com
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Soaking up the sun on a

beach with a book and a cocktail
isn’t for everyone.
Some people prefer the buzz and
adventure of exploring a new place
and that’s now easier than ever

AMSTERDAM

While Amsterdam is often the city
of choice for keen cyclists, there’s a
lot more than meets the eye in this
cultured place. For photography
enthusiasts, Foam should be on the
to-do list. This museum features
photographs of everything from
Amsterdam crime scenes to Kate
Moss. Tour the rooms where the

with the number of flights from
Edinburgh Airport to a variety of
wonderful cities. City breaks can be
short and sweet, which means you
can pack more into your year.
Take your pick and start exploring!

famous diary was written at Anne
Frank Huis, the 17th-century
canalside home where the Jewish
girl and her family went into hiding.
There’s also an array of popular
nightlife hotspots and many
restaurants and cafes, Amsterdam
really caters for everyone.
Fly with KLM or easyJet

{European city breaks} TRAVEL

PARIS

Finish work on a Friday and less
than two hours later, you could be
stepping off the plane into stunning
Paris. Spend the weekend enjoying
fine dining and visiting the
must-see landmarks, including
the Eiffel Tower (especially in
the evening when the structure is
beautifully lit), the Arc de Triomphe,
Notre-Dame cathedral and the
world-famous Louvre museum.
Fly with Ryanair

©SurangaSL / Shutterstock.com

BELFAST CITY

Northern Ireland’s capital is fast
becoming a major tourist attraction,
largely in part to the Titanic Belfast
museum. This is the world’s largest
Titanic visitor experience and is
located in Belfast’s Titanic Quarter,
right beside the historic site of the
world-famous ship’s construction.
The museum takes you on a tour
of the life of the Titanic, from her
conception in Belfast right through
to her tragic end. Belfast is also home
to the studio in which popular TV
series Game of Thrones is shot. Many
scenes are filmed in and around
Northern Ireland, so it’s worth taking
a tour if you’re a fan.
Fly with FlyBe
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TRAVEL {European city breaks}

tterstock.com
©pavel dudek / Shu
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with a collection of oversized
statues and memorials that
once stood in prominent places
throughout the city. Foodies
should visit the Great Market Hall,
which is jam-packed full of fruit
and vegetable stalls, counters piled
high with meats, cheeses, baked
goods and delicious wines.
Fly with Jet2

©tichr / Shutterstock.com

STUTTGART

Despite being known for fast cars
and manufacturing, Stuttgart is also
a city filled with green spaces. With
Mercedes-Benz and Porsche both
having headquarters and museums
there, it is easy to see why car lovers
flock there. However, that’s not all
Stuttgart has to offer. Wilhelma is
one of the largest zoos and botanical
gardens in Europe and, given that
it’s open 365 days a year, there’s no
reason for you not to pop in!
Fly with easyJet

BUDAPEST

The largest city in Hungary,
Budapest is a favourite for a
short city break, especially in
the summer when dining al fresco
has even more charm. While in
town, be sure to take a dip in a
thermal bath, go for a ramble
in the Buda Hills and visit
Memento Park. Also known as
Statue Park, the space is filled

{European city breaks} TRAVEL

REYKJAVIK

Party animals will love a trip to
Iceland’s coastal capital. Renowned
for the late-night clubs and bars
in its centre, Reykjavik has many
different live venues to suit a
multitude of different party moods.
Spend the morning after the
night before in one Reykjavik’s
many thermal pools and spas. For
something a little different, visit
the Imagine Peace Tower, conceived
by Yoko Ono as a beacon of world
peace. It comes in the form of a
wishing well from which a powerful
tower of light beams.
Fly with easyJet

©Francesco R.
Iacomino /
Shutterstock.com

PISA

Always wanted to visit a worldfamous landmark? Well, what’s
more well-known than the
leaning tower of Pisa? Situated
in Pisa’s Cathedral Square,
the tower’s famous tilt began
during construction and was
caused by the ground being
too soft on one side to support
the weight of the structure.

It is now a favourite among
tourists and an ideal spot for a
selfie! The fantastic train lines
in Italy mean you don’t have
to be restricted to one city
during this break. Catch a
train to Florence and, after
a short journey, you could be
exploring a whole new city.
Fly with Ryanair
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TAIL PLANE {Katie Wood}

A WONDERFUL WORLD

Asking a travel writer to name their favourite destination is like asking them to name their
favourite child. So here’s a selection of some of our well-travelled correspondent’s top choices

It’s no surprise that, after more

than 30 years of full-time travel, the
most obvious question I get asked by
new people I meet is: “Where’s your
favourite place?”
The honest answer is that I love
several destinations, all for different
reasons. The easiest way to make
picking my brains a remotely useful
exercise is to break things down into
the type of holiday you’re looking for.

CITY BREAKS

If you’ve not been to Paris,
London, Rome, Venice,
Bruges, Barcelona,
Lucca, Vienna, Munich,
Berlin, Budapest,
Kraków, Prague or
Amsterdam, you
simply have to.

yet a thriving little resort with chic
restaurants and hotels.
In summer, Zakynthos and
Bodrum remain firm favourites with
me. And, of course, if the weather’s
good, nothing touches the unspoilt
beaches of the Scottish Highlands
and Islands.

FAMILY

Spain is really hard to beat for value
and comfort. If you’re on a budget,
you can still get a well-priced break in
Spain, and eating out is far cheaper
than in the UK.

WONDERFUL HOTELS

I’m lucky enough to stay in
some wonderful hotels. In
the past few months, my
two favourites are in
WRITE ON
beautiful Taormina
Katie Wood has been a full-time
ACTIVITIES
in Sicily.
travel writer and broadcaster for
Activity-wise,
One is the fabulous
more than 25 years. Author of 39
hiking in the
Belmond Grand
guidebooks, she has worked for
Dolomites
Hotel Timeo, the
national newspapers across the
remains my
other is its sister hotel,
UK and is travel editor for
favourite. Second
the Belmond Villa
The Sunday Post.
favourite is the
Sant’Andrea.
La Romaine region
The views from the
of Switzerland. Hiking
Timeo are breathtaking.
around Gruyere and environs is
Overlooking its own gardens and
straight out of Heidi. If you’re into
the amazing Sicilian coastline, the
sailing, Croatia is hard to beat.
backdrop is no less than Mount Etna.
This five-star hotel been
BEACH HOLIDAYS
welcoming guests since 1873. With
In winter, head for St Kitts &
superb Baroque bedrooms, it also
Nevis. Also gorgeous is Noosa in
Queensland, Australia. Miles of white
sand and fabulous unspoiled scenery,
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boasts a fabulous restaurant offering
a plethora of local specialities.
Then there’s the Belmond
Villa Sant’Andrea, set on its own
exclusive beach. It’s relaxed and
family friendly, and the rooms are
beautifully furnished.
Built by an aristocratic family in
1830 among subtropical gardens, this
secluded retreat retains all the charm
of a private villa.

SNOW

Not cheap, I know, but you can’t
beat St Moritz. It’s stunning, chic,
the skiing is superb, and the people
watching is amazing! Also, Lech in
Austria – chocolate-box stuff.

TOURING

For a touring holiday, Tuscany is
very hard to beat. Equally, the littleknown Harz Mountains in Germany
are fabulous. Half-timbered houses
straight out of a fairytale,
with ancient castles and stunning
scenery. The Languedoc region of
Southern France is another gem,
with ancient villages and some of the
best food and wine in the world.
Further afield, Chile is a jawdropping country, especially the
Torres del Paine National Park.
And that’s just abroad – don’t even
start me on the UK!

CASHMERE HERITAGE CENTRE,
CLOTHING, COFFEE SHOP AND
FREE GUIDED MILL TOURS
OPEN 7 DAYS
JOHNSTONSCASHMERE.COM

NEWMILL
ELGIN
MORAY IV30 4AF
EASTFIELD MILLS
MANSFIELD ROAD
HAWICK TD9 8AA
Shop only:
4 PILMOUR LINKS
ST. ANDREWS
KY16 9JG
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